Background:
The annual CureSearch Summit serves as a unique platform for driving critical stakeholder collaborations to accelerate the pace of pediatric oncology drug development. The 2021 CureSearch Summit is hosted as a series of four virtual sessions focused on addressing the relative paucity of available pediatric cancer tissue and data.

To develop this topic, CureSearch convened a diverse set of stakeholders (Appendix 1) to identify a challenge to efficient pediatric drug development that could be addressed at the 2021 CureSearch Summit. The working group recommended solid tumor biopsies as a timely, relevant, and important topic for discussion.

More tumor tissue samples would accelerate the development of new therapies and diagnostics for pediatric solid tumors. Pediatric cancers are as collection of rare diseases; a limited patient pool requires concerted efforts towards efficient, effective, and open resource collection and sharing. It is imperative that innovative approaches to sample collection and sharing be identified and implemented with careful construction of pediatric clinical trial protocols.
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The Summit Working Group identified four primary topics of discussion to address the issue of limited and/or inaccessible patient samples to advance pediatric cancer research. Wide ranging experts in the field are convening to contribute to session discussions and presentations, including thought leaders from academia, the pharmaceutical industry, patient advocacy groups, patient families, and regulatory entities.

**Session 1: March 19, 2021 - New Technologies for Maximizing Analysis of Solid Tumors:** A set of panelists from academia and industry will discuss the promise and challenges associated with incorporating liquid biopsies into widespread clinical practice.

**Session 2: May 14, 2021 - Blurred Lines: Therapeutic vs Research-only Biopsies** This panel discussion will explore the factors that differentiate therapeutic biopsies from research-only biopsies and examine how new technologies and biomarkers are increasing the potential for therapeutic benefit.

**Session 3: July 13, 2021 - The Journey of a Post-Mortem Tissue Donation** Panelists will discuss approaching families about tissue donation, the collection process, and the applications for post-mortem tissue in research.

**Session 4: September 14, 2021 - Biorepository Form and Function** This session will provide insight into biorepositories, specifically how tissue is acquired, the types of samples and data that biorepositories house, and their accessibility.

This outcome-driven meeting will provide resources to the pediatric cancer community aimed at increasing biopsy use and data sharing to support and accelerate research in the field. A white paper will follow each of the four CureSearch Summit sessions. These white papers will review the topic, highlight benefits and challenges to implementation of increased biopsy acquisition and data sharing in the pediatric cancer space, and identify future actions to address the challenges and increase pediatric-specific therapy development.

**Session 2 - Blurred Lines: Therapeutic vs Research-Only Biopsies**

Session 2 of the 2021 CureSearch Summit addressed additional biopsies outside of standard diagnostic collection as a potential source of tissue for research purposes. Recognizing the regulations and parental concerns associated with tissue collection from pediatric patients, this meeting explored the concepts of direct benefit and minimal risk as applied to pediatric biopsies. Panelists representing regulatory agencies and academia (Appendix 2) were selected based on their expertise with ethical, regulatory and technical aspects relating to pediatric biopsies.

The session was designed around the individual experiences of each panelist to provide a balanced, inclusive, and informative discussion. This white paper provides an overview of the panel discussion as well as case studies pertaining to the concepts of direct benefit and minimal risk as they apply to pediatric biopsies.
Introduction

Over the past fifty years, pediatric cancer survival has improved drastically for many tumor types. Clinical trials offering new therapies that are more targeted to children's tumors as opposed to those of adults continue to offer safer and more effective treatment options. Despite these improvements, there is still work to be done in defining the targets and appropriate drugs for pediatric cancers. Tissue samples from patient tumors are one of the most direct ways to collect information on the breadth of molecular subtypes that exist in pediatric cancers. Thus, the potential impact of solid tumor biopsies in children cannot be overstated. Of note, this importance continues to increase with the development of molecularly targeted therapies and immunotherapies that are revolutionizing cancer treatment.

There are several points in time at which tumor tissue collection could benefit the understanding of the biology of a tumor. At the time of diagnosis, tissue collection and analysis enables identification of molecular targets and possibly biomarkers that can point the care team to clinical trials testing targeted therapies or to targeted drugs that are already approved for a given disease. Following treatment, biopsies allow examination of biomarkers that may reveal whether the therapy hit its target. At the time of recurrence or relapse, tumor tissue collection and molecular analysis enables doctors to determine what changes have occurred in the tumor to enable its return and how these new changes might be targeted with a different therapy. Post-mortem biopsies, the topic of the third Summit session in this series, also offer the opportunity to understand the biology of the tumor and, potentially, metastases.

In the case of post-mortem biopsies, tumor samples benefit pediatric oncology knowledge in general. In instances where biopsies are not standard of care, an additional biopsy might serve to provide information that allows physicians to make decisions regarding a patient’s treatment. In this case, the additional biopsy has the potential to provide a direct therapeutic benefit if treatment is tailored based upon the biopsy result. This, as well as risk of the procedure itself, are important concepts when considering an additional biopsy, especially in the case of pediatric patients where regulations have been put in place to protect this vulnerable population from excess risk.

In order for researchers to treat pediatric cancers more effectively in the future, the study of patient tumors is incredibly important today, and tissue samples are a valuable source of information. How do researchers obtain that tissue and how do they ensure clear and transparent communication with patients and families when discussing biopsy requests? Questions considered during this panel presentation and subsequent Q&A included:

- How do we respect and respond to patients and family perspectives on benefit and risk?
- How do we design clinical trials that incorporate biopsies?
- How can we leverage the information obtained from those biopsies to influence treatment, providing the potential for direct benefit to the patient?
- How do we utilize new therapies and biomarkers to promote clinical benefit in the present and the future?
Children comprise a vulnerable population when it comes to human studies. For this reason, specific regulatory protections have been put in place for the pediatric population. The Belmont Report was published in 1979 by the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research. The Commission was created as a result of the National Research Act of 1974 and was charged with identifying the basic ethical principles that should underlie the conduct of biomedical and behavioral research involving human subjects. In addition, they developed guidelines to assure that such research is conducted in accordance with those principles. This report has informed federal regulations, both for the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and for the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), on the issues of “minimal risk” and “greater than minimal risk”. Of note, the guideline pertaining to “greater than minimal risk” states that research where an intervention presents greater than minimal risk is only appropriate where the risk is justified by the anticipated direct benefit to the enrolled subject and the relation of the anticipated benefit to such risk is at least as favorable as that presented by available alternative approaches (21 CFR 50.52).

When an ethics board considers a proposed clinical trial with the aim to determine whether the procedure(s) proposed comprise greater than minimal risk or provide the potential for direct benefit, they perform a component analysis. This is the process whereby each intervention or procedure within a clinical protocol must be evaluated separately to determine whether it represents more than a minor increase in risk and if it has any potential to offer direct benefit to the enrolled child. For example, if a clinical trial is assessing a new therapeutic in a given pediatric population and there’s potential for benefit from receiving the drug of interest, institutional review boards (IRBs) have to separate out any biopsy that might also be included in the protocol and determine whether that also provides the potential for clinical benefit to the patient.

Regulations noted above have been developed to protect a vulnerable population. As such, it is important, when trials are designed for children, that the concepts of direct benefit and risk are taken into account. Clinicians cannot put children through procedures that pose greater than minimal risk but do not have a direct impact on their healthcare, even if the knowledge created has the potential to benefit other patients. Where the lines blur is in defining therapeutic benefit and risk. Panelists with extensive experience on the regulatory, ethics, and clinical levels weigh in on how the regulations apply in the real world.
An Alternate Regulatory Pathway

The 407 Review Process is a regulatory pathway that can be pursued when the proposed research is not otherwise approvable because it contains a research intervention which offers no prospect of direct benefit yet entails more than a minor increase over minimal risk, but presents a reasonable opportunity to further the understanding, prevention, or alleviation of a serious problem affecting pediatric patient health. If all of these conditions are met, the IRB or other appropriate institutional official may submit the protocol and supporting materials for consideration for approval at the federal level. A panel of experts in pertinent disciplines - for example, science, medicine, education, ethics, and relevant pediatric advocates- are asked to review the protocol and provide recommendations on whether the benefits of the protocol outweigh the risks. In addition, this process allows for review and comment by the local community where the research is to be conducted before a decision is made on whether to proceed with the research. This process serves as an extended peer review through which the protocol may be approved if it does, in fact, provide an opportunity to decrease the burden of a serious problem affecting the health of children. For more information on 407 review process, see guidance provided by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).

Benefit and Risk

According to the Belmont Report, the assessment of risks and benefits requires presentation and review of relevant data that, in some cases, also includes the provision of alternative, lower-risk methods for obtaining the benefit that is sought in the research. Review of the risk-benefit ratio enables the investigator to determine whether the study has been properly designed (see section below on this topic) and the review committee to determine whether the risks are justified by the presumed benefit. According to federal regulations (§46.102(i)), minimal risk means that the probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the research are not greater than those ordinarily encountered in daily life or during the performance of routine physical or psychological examinations or tests. When risk exceeds this definition, it is considered an increase over minimal risk. While this concept can be considered subjective, it is generally understood that a solid tumor biopsy presents an increase over minimal risk as the risks of the procedure can include bleeding, infection, and the potential morbidity or mortality associated with the specific biopsy type. Consideration must also be made regarding a patient’s comorbidities that may increase risks above baseline for an individual patient. In addition, solid tumor biopsies often require the use of anesthesia which carries its own set of risks, especially in children. The Pediatric Ethics Subcommittee of Pediatric Advisory Committee (PAC) of the FDA held a meeting on March 23, 2015 to determine the risk of anesthesia. Approximately half of the Subcommittee members said that anesthesia could never be considered only a minor increase over minimal risk, and half said it might be in some circumstances. There are also instances where biopsy technology at a given institution is minimally invasive enough to reduce risk to an acceptable level. These cases must be considered carefully when assessing risk. With the advent of new technologies that are becoming standard of care for different tumor types- including one of the most deadly brain tumors, diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) - there may be a need for recalibration of the understanding of risk in the context of perceived benefit.
Regulations note that an intervention that presents greater than minimal risk is only appropriate where the risk is justified by the anticipated direct benefit to the enrolled children. In order to perform a risk-benefit assessment, the benefit of a given protocol must also be assessed. Clinical benefit is defined as a favorable effect on a meaningful aspect of how a patient feels, functions, or survives as a result of a treatment or procedure. In the simplest terms, if a clinician is going to use information obtained from a biopsy to modify therapy – change therapy if it is not working, for example – then there is a direct benefit to the patient and a biopsy may be warranted. The understanding in this example is that an actual change will be made if there is a demonstrable reason to alter the course of therapy. If a brainstem tumor biopsy reveals that a drug is not getting to the tumor, then the treatment should be stopped and an alternative treatment should be pursued. Even proving benefit includes some subjectivity. In addition, the advent of new targeted therapies and biomarkers may increase the likelihood that a biopsy will provide direct clinical benefit to the patient by identifying targetable mutations within the tumor. In fact, the argument could be made that enrolling a patient on a trial for a drug with a specific target and not determining whether the target exists in the patient’s tumor is doing a disservice to the patient by allowing them to enroll in a trial in which there is not a reasonable expectation that he/she will benefit.

The complexity of determining the accurate risk-benefit ratio could be reduced with proper preparation and clinical trial design.

**Optimizing Clinical Trial Design for Biopsy Collection**

Clinical trials are, by definition, research. Clinicians do not know how a patient will respond when given a particular therapy, though there is reasonable anticipation of benefit due to the significant preliminary research conducted before a therapy moves into human testing. The goal of a clinical trial is to determine if a particular approach to diagnosis or therapy will benefit patients. Clinical trial protocols should always be designed with the ultimate goal of patient benefit and minimization of risk. Data should also be collected to ensure that generalizable information is learned that can benefit future patients. Some of the most important generalizable evidence that also directly benefits the patient revolves around learning why a drug did not work. If it does not enter the tumor tissue or affect the anticipated target, understanding why is essential to reducing further exposure of patients to an ineffective therapy. There are considerations that can be made early in the protocol design phase that promote these goals as they pertain to biopsy collection, and it is important to consider them early and thoroughly.

Clinicians should create studies that, if a drug is unsuccessful, should inform future therapeutic approach. That may mean going past a single biopsy to perform multiple biopsies for children with difficult to treat tumors such as DIPG. In these cases, doctors can use the first biopsy to confirm the target exists, give the drug, and then do a second biopsy to determine if the drug reached the tumor and produced some pharmacologic benefit in order to rationalize continued exposure of the child to the drug. In this case, the design of a trial to include a biopsy at the time of another medical procedure may reduce risk by, for example, decreasing the number of times that a patient is put under anesthesia.
Consideration of alternate, lower-risk paths to reach a given research goal is also an important aspect of clinical trial design. Promotion of the movement of techniques such as liquid biopsy into regular clinical practice can greatly benefit patients by providing data on the status of the tumor with minimal risk to the patient (see CureSearch white paper on New Technologies for Maximizing Analysis of Solid Tumors). Alternatively, the number or size of additional biopsies may be reduced by carefully considering the data to be collected from the biopsy as well as the specific need of the biopsy in terms of determining patient care.

Clinical trial design should also involve a thorough review of novel trial designs that might enable a reduction in the number of patients needed for a given trial or improve the data obtained. For studies that incorporate biopsies, clinicians should carefully consider the sample size required to obtain clear information regarding the utility of the biomarker for predicting drug effectiveness. Other aspects of the trial design, such as end points, technology to be used for molecular analysis and tumor/symptom monitoring should be carefully considered in the context of the biopsy and its utility within the study.

Finally, trial design is most successful when it incorporates the needs and preferences of the patient community. Patients and patient families should be consulted throughout the clinical trial development process to ensure that the demands of the research are considered commensurate with the perceived benefit.

**Considering the Parental and Patient Perspective**

Parents and patients, upon receiving a diagnosis of pediatric cancer, face psychological, emotional, and physical turmoil. Making a decision about clinical trial participation, while it may seem academically easy, is incredibly difficult for families, and that challenge can be exacerbated by extensive consenting processes, multiple trial options, and lack of clarity on the details of the trial. Dr. Donald Very provided the parent’s perspective for this panel, and his story is informative to the discussion of risk-benefit assessment from the perspective of a parent or patient diagnosed with cancer.

**Case Study: The Parental Perspective**

_Perspective provided by Dr. Donald Very, PhD; edited lightly for flow._

My name is Don Very. I’m an immunologist. I’ve spent over 30 years in the diagnostic medical device industry. During that time, much of my research has been devoted to developing new diagnostic tests to detect the presence of cancer, predict a patient’s response to treatment or likely outcome of that treatment, and try to identify which patients might benefit from a particular treatment. For that work, clinical samples derived from the patient were absolutely critical. Yet, I also bring another perspective, that of the parent of a pediatric cancer survivor, someone who sat across from an oncologist and heard those words that really change your life forever: “your son has cancer.”

So, you might think that with my training and my background, when my son’s clinical team approached me with the opportunity for him to participate in a clinical study that wasn’t going to directly influence his treatment-strictly a research study - it would be an easy decision for me to allow his participation. However, I said no.
Now let me be clear. Mike did participate in some experimental treatment studies testing new therapies that were added to what was considered the standard of care treatment that he received. The study in which we did not participate was clearly identified by the clinical team as a research study; it would have no direct benefit to his course of treatment. This protocol consisted of extensive blood work and extensive imaging analysis, a whole series of X rays, CT scans, MRIs, and a couple of PET scans. All of it relatively minimally invasive; still, I said no.

I am still convinced that was the right decision. But I want to put that decision in context, because that context can better inform our understanding of a parent’s perspective and may ultimately lead to access to more clinical specimens for research in drug discovery and development, and for the development of novel diagnostic tests. At the time that the clinical team approached our family with the opportunity to participate in these clinical studies, we had just been given Mike’s diagnosis and what were considered the standard of care treatment options for him at that time: 36 weeks of chemotherapy, six cycles of multiple, highly toxic chemotherapeutic drugs with all of the horrible side effects that we all know: nausea, weight loss, decreased blood counts. We also received his prognosis based on the stage and grade of his disease and it was not a good prognosis. Finally, added to the 36 weeks of treatment, he would have multiple surgeries. One to remove the tumor and one to reconstruct his knee and give him an artificial knee to replace the diseased bone in his leg. Then, lastly, multiple lung surgeries to remove the cancer that had left the primary site and metastasized to his lung. As so much was happening to him at this time that was beyond my control, I would have done anything to protect him that I could. Therefore, my response to this particular study that would not directly affect his treatment was in my control. So, I said no.

So, the question that I want answered is: Can we design clinical research studies in a way that ensures they provide information that can better inform the physician’s treatment decisions for his or her patients, clearly communicate that message to the patient and parents, and deliver that message to the parents in a way and at a time that they are receptive to hearing it?

A significant aspect of Dr. Very’s question relates to an important phase in the communication of the clinical trial to the patient and family, the consent process.

**Improving the Consent Process**

It can be difficult to explain pediatric oncology trials to families of children with cancer. There can be a disconnect in understanding how parents interpret the information presented to them, and physicians may assume that certain topics are covered in the informed consent document and therefore need not be discussed. Additionally, clinicians may not fully explain a topic before moving on to new concepts, which can be confusing to parents and patients who require more, detailed, and simplified information to understand the goals, risks, potential outcomes and options available. Based on the panel discussion on consent, some important approaches to consider include:
• Provide a realistic overview of the clinical trial and its potential outcomes. Language matters and it is important to be clear and transparent about the protocol.

• Parents find themselves overwhelmed when selecting therapies for their child. Ensure that the description of the trial does not seem coercive.

• Present the information in a manner that is easier for the parent or guardian to comprehend and digest. Describe complicated components in multiple ways to improve understanding.

• Present the information at a time at which the parent or guardian will not be overwhelmed. Provide parents with the time to digest treatment and prognostic information that is presented at initial diagnosis prior to sharing additional research study information.

• Limit consent forms to the most essential information. A simple 2-3 page consent is far more digestible than a 45-page consent.

• Describe the trial in lay terms, at the sixth-grade level, and avoid medical jargon.

• Utilize a two-step consenting process where the initial consent is for standard of care, and additional consents regarding research protocols are discussed separately.

• Provide plenty of time for parents and patients to ask questions.

Next Steps
By convening a community of stakeholders in the pediatric cancer ecosystem, CureSearch provides a platform to think strategically and work collaboratively. CureSearch is in a unique position to compile information across stakeholders and disseminate outcomes and lessons learned to the broader community. Scientific and drug discovery opportunities lie in providing platforms for discussion amongst academia, industry, patient families, advocacy groups, and regulatory bodies. After the annual Summit, CureSearch works collaboratively with meeting participants and contributors to identify action items and move the topic toward resolutions of the challenges discussed.

A topic that stands out as one that, with deeper consideration, could improve the success of obtaining solid tumor biopsies is the development of best practices for consenting patients. CureSearch will convene a working group comprised of ethicists, regulatory representatives, clinicians, and parents/patients to recommend best practices in consent design, communicating clinical research with patients and parents, and ensuring that the consent allows for utilization of tissue and data in a manner that will enable research advancements.

Updates on working group progress will be provided to 2021 Summit participants in 2022 in the form of a list of action items that are updated quarterly to demonstrate progress.
CureSearch would like to thank panelists and attendees for their contributions to this session of the 2021 virtual CureSearch Summit. The success of this meeting would not have been possible without the engagement of all participants.
Appendix 1. Summit topic working group members.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORKING GROUP MEMBER</th>
<th>DESIGNATION</th>
<th>AFFILIATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Drachtman, MD</td>
<td>Clinical Section Chief, Pediatric Hematology/Oncology Sequencing</td>
<td>Rutgers Cancer Institute of New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor of Pediatrics</td>
<td>Rutgers-Robert Wood Johnson Medical School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Pediatric Central Institutional Review Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Gore, MD</td>
<td>Co-Director, Developmental Therapeutics Program</td>
<td>University of Colorado Cancer Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ergen Family Chair in Pediatric Oncology - Section Head, Pediatric Hematology/Oncology/BMT</td>
<td>Children's Hospital Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Jacobson, PhD</td>
<td>Associate Director, Clinician, Early Clinical Development Oncology</td>
<td>Pfizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su Young Kim, MD, PhD</td>
<td>Senior Medical Director</td>
<td>AbbVie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald Very, PhD</td>
<td>President and CEO</td>
<td>Naviter Bioanalytics, LLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>Stage IV osteosarcoma survivor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>St. Jude Children's Research Hospital</td>
</tr>
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<td>Roger J. Packer, MD</td>
<td>Senior Vice President, Center for Neuroscience and Behavioral Medicine Director, Gilbert Neurofibromatosis Institute Director, Brain Tumor Institute</td>
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</tr>
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<td></td>
<td>Professor of Neurology and Pediatrics</td>
<td>George Washington University</td>
</tr>
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Rem fugia quae net arum, aut aceperem in con et Am, optat-ur, accaecerro dolecum siminus ictiberum acciatat.

Everspernam fugitescia eume secus cusam rerro vel et volorpo renimos adip-ica ecerum alibuscit inum voluptatet latem. Neque ducir sunt mossequia sed est officaest, torem aborum volorep udipicai ex essus velitas picipsam verro teceaqui offici dolo estium rae pere vele-nis simus et, core eum iniet in es dio min nonsendi cliisquam et, aut ullaobre, odi-genis excesciunt que. Hiciet que sollest qui a questiatl atur reptae coria que prati comnito. Sed etum a nim conse vit eo-strum rati quae.
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Ibus, accupta ex et, et dolor mo

Adi volorep ersperi orporit, que cus exped endel es alit imusdam volup-tam, sus aliqui quelbusam quam sam re perupit atincti umendenimet alique ni officius.Ad molorem poriore comnis ratem qui con restis expelitem.

Velit omnimol uptatiam incet

Esera verum et et lit elestiunt aceprat ibusda eritaquam utature ommodicillor adis dellorantent. Ovit pos es aut omnimpo reprioris ad quia qui quam, omnis erunt eos sanient ionsequatio. Nam ex.

Occuptio essi consequu

Em eos rehentur sam is ex es et alit pra debit aspet min consed molorpore, si viduciendit, is et hil inimus idit eos des voluptati te soloreiuscui corest quatus nonem eum quae nonsero tet ea do-lupta quianim usapitat.
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Ibus, accupta ex et, et dolor mo

Nonse maximus eum dios reperum ea sed expliquame moloreae eum est, sam rat velentur accati nate labori di unites ex etur ra des magnisti soluptia es sit lic tem que porendis iligent iusaeptat unt.
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Velit omnimol uptatiam incet

Nonse maximus eum dios reperum ea sed expliquame moloreae eum est, sam rat velentur accati nate labori di unites ex etur ra des magnisti soluptia es sit lic tem que porendis iligent iusaeptat unt.

77 %

Occuptio essi consequu

Es volorum endiciat latur? Lum es alit, simint, unt.

Bis alicue pres dolliquid eraturibius eos sit am, odiatino core ra dolorro et occ- cus ra perendemodi occus quiditatiios.

# Solution

Utrem rem acepedi ssitame as volestiam iur maiosam aut entotaerrum explignat pelecmqui velection aut officto quid quia qui sitati odi remporat. Igniendis diatus ex et hariatur aborion sequatur.

- Nonse maximus eum dios reperum ea sed expliquame moloreae eum est, sam rat velentur accati nate labori di unites ex etur ra des magnisti soluptia es sit lic tem que porendis iligent iusaeptat unt.

# Actions

01

Em eum volupie nimusant re nulpa sinveli beritatiav velloriatias et aut As seque ped et ullamcer ehendam.

02

Officiis rem quis mil int re nonestia volorum que et quatur milia dolest, sus, cus, ut oditio. Ur, et ipsa co.

03

Hicientissi consed magnien dipsum earum essimusto in nonsequ iberorre minturia nonet rae volorendis aped.

04

Num fugiaerrore sunt est, ipsus essunt, comnistem core, nihicie nien-dit faccus nem esed et omnis.
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